Based on the largest Lyapunov exponent, the phenomenon of group state separation induced by variation of inherent parameters is reflected through studying the state separation of individuals in group without coupling and under self-control. Synchronization and anti-synchronization were predicted and verified by numerical results. 
INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, researchers have struggled to investigate the dynamic behaviors of coupled nodes in various networks [1] [2] [3] [4] . Among the miscellaneous discovered nonlinear phenomena, synchronization has been the most extensively studied one and multiple control objects and control methods [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] have been introduced in the meanwhile. However, chances of synchronization are remote without coupling of dynamical systems but doubtlessly some unknown phenomenon would take place if coupling disappeared.
The glow-worm effect is a typical dynamic sight. On summer nights, clusters of fireflies flash their lights in patterns unique to their subspecies without direct contact to each other. They are multitudinous individuals in group with different parameters, without coupling and adding controllers, but still present out synchronous and antisynchronous complicacy phenomena. Similarly, as for the cognitive process during which an agreement is finally reached under no controllers by people with different original ideas, synchronization is acquired by systemizing their own parameters. The mechanism of multitudinous individuals realizing ultimate synchronization or anti-synchronization without coupling and controllers is known as the dynamic characteristics of group. But so far, it is unclear about induced group state separation by coaction of intrinsic factors, which is a significant job for system sciences to study the parameters of groups, especially without coupling and control. A highlight of the paper is to seek out predisposing factors.
GROUP MODEL
Aiming at obtaining the underlying mechanism of the dynamic process of a selfcontrol group under which distinct individuals of the group realize synchronization or anti-synchronization, some definitions and assumptions in the following sections are made. The equations of N chaotic systems without coupling are presented as follows [10] , where xi, yi and zi (i=1,2,3…N) denote the set of dynamical variables of the ith chaotic Lorenz system, which has a well-known butterfly-shaped strange attractor at parameters of a=10, b=28, and c=8/3. In the design of this paper, ai is changed to new variables to explore the different characteristics of the identical system.
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INDUCED STATE SEPARATION BY PARAMETERS
In this section, the effect of synchronization or anti-synchronization among individual state variables without coupling and control is studied by changing parameters. The trajectory of chaotic or regular motion is indicated by a positive Lyapunov exponent or an exponent of zero or less, respectively. The largest Lyapunov exponent over a with two special points of a=3 and a=73 is shown in Fig. 1 . Since a less than or equal to zero Lyapunov exponent needs to be considered to study state separation, parameter values of 1 to 3 and 73 to 140 on the a axis are chosen as the focus of the research. The temporal evolution of the state variables of separate individuals, each with a different parameter a, is shown in FIG. 2 .
The phenomenon of state separation can be seen in the selection of 140 Lorenz systems as group individuals with different parameters ai ranging from 1 to 140. In order to examine carefully the influencing mechanism of different parameters ai, the temporal evolution of the state variables over a is plotted in FIG. 3 . As can be seen from FIG. 3 , the overall state evolution process is divided into five different parts: Corresponding to the region of negative Lyapunov exponent, there is a zone of positive and negative steady state with two main transformations, parameter a being [1, 3] in part (I), a zone of alternate steady state with three main transformations, parameter a being [73, 77] in part (Ⅲ), a zone of negative steady state without transformation, parameter a being [78, 107] in part (Ⅳ), a zone of positive steady state, parameter a being [107, 140] in part ( Ⅴ ); while in correspondence to the region of positive Lyapunov exponent, there is no zone of positive or negative steady state but a chaotic one, parameter a being [4, 74] in part ( Ⅱ). Accordingly, if parameter a equaling to 2, 3, 75, 76, 77, 78, 107, and 108 are chosen as experimental subjects at random, then as shown below in Fig. 4 , a=2 in the yellow region and a=3 in the blue region represent positive and negative steady state respectively in part (I), a=75 in the yellow region, a=76 in the blue region and a=77 in the yellow region suggest the two transformations of positive and negative steady state in part (III), a=78 and a=107 in the blue region indicate the same negative steady state in part (Ⅳ), a=108 in the yellow region signifies the same positive steady state in part (V); while in part (II) the steady state does not exist. What can be drawn is that the state variables of all individuals are synchronous on the condition of diverse parameters a in the same color region and anti-synchronous with different parameters a in different color regions since the same color symbolizes steady state and hybrid color stands for chaotic state.
CONCLUSIONS
Through the study of the bistable principle of group, where the oscillators are individuals without variable coupling, state separation was found after selecting regions of negative Lyapunov exponent. As to inherent characters, iteration was used in describing stability modes with the change of parameters, where oscillators reached a stable state when the largest Lyapunov exponent was negative and four inducing ranges of parameters were given as well. The realization of the phenomena of synchronization and anti-synchronization are fruitful and have far-reaching implications for the theory of nonlinear dynamics.
